
 

Anja Ambrus  

was born and raised in Germany and is fluent in English and 

German. Anja graduated 2011 from Hochschule Furtwagen 

University’ in Germany with a bachelorˋs degree in Business 

Networking (E-Buisiness). In addition, she volunteered in a 

program (Jobbruecke e.V.) that helped children who struggled in 

school to succeed and to help improve future career opportunities. 

Before she moved to the U.S. in spring 2017, she worked as 

Project Manager and then as Online Marketing Consultant in 

Germany. Anja is married and has two kids. 

“After settling in Mount Prospect, I had to become familiar 

with the early childhood school system in order to find the 

appropriate educational program for my children. I discovered that 

the Montessori philosophy; this, fits best to my understanding of 

early childhood education and growth development.  

The positive experience of having a strong and independent 

child at home aroused my interest to research and gain a better 

understanding of the Montessori philosophy. 

I wanted to change my career-path to something which is 

sustainable and fills my heart with joy. Working with children 

based on the Montessori principals, combined with my strong 

empathic skills seems to be the perfect fit. Based on that I enrolled 

my children at AGBMS and then I applied to the Montessori 

Teacher Training Institute at AGBMS in the summer of 2018.” 

 

 

 

 

“Let the children free; encourage 

them; let them run outside when it 

is raining; let them remove their 

shoes when they find a puddle of 

water; and, when the grass of the 

meadows is damp with dew, let 

them run on it and trample it with 

their bare feet; let them rest 

peacefully when a tree invites them 

to sleep beneath its shade; let them 

shout and laugh when the sun wakes 

them in the morning.  

~Maria Montessori 

Montessori Intern 
TBD: Credential 2019 


